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Backgrounds
DM direct detection experiments main challenge

Background minimization


➡ a few signal events observed during the experiment’s exposure yield a high statistical significance


➡ background-free exposure to enhance discovery potential and avoid misinterpretation of positive signals


• ER background sources: 

• long-lived natural radioisotopes (238U, 232Th chains and their daughters, e.g., 214Pb; 40K)


• cosmogenic activation (e.g., 3H, 39Ar) 


• anthropogenic isotopes (e.g., 60Co, 85Kr, 110mAg, 137Cs). 


• elastic collisions of low-energy solar neutrinos with atomic electrons


• 𝛂 background sources: 

•  radioactivity from detector surfaces with a fraction of the 𝛂-energy is lost in insensitive detector regions 


• NR background sources:  

• radiogenic neutrons from (𝛂;n) and spontaneous fission reactions


• cosmogenic neutrons induced by cosmic ray muons 


• coherent scattering of neutrinos off target nuclei (neutrino floor, no hard limit)
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Achieved 222Rn concentrations

Experiment Activity/rate Target

DEAP-3600 0.15 µBq/kg LAr

PandaX-II 8 µBq/kg LXe

LUX 66 µBq/kg LXe

XENON1T 4.5 µBq/kg LXe

Future DM detectors can also 
conduct neutrino physics


→ today’s background will be 
tomorrow’s signal



Background mitigation strategies
Reduction

• Deep Underground Laboratories  

• cosmogenic neutrons reduction


• Radiopurity of detector and target materials


• material screening


• Cleanliness  

• (222Rn-abated) cleanrooms 


• Purification of target material


• during production process (e.g., crystal 
growth) 


• at procurement level (e.g., low-39Ar UAr; 
cryogenic distillation, chromatography) 


• during data taking



Background mitigation strategies
Rejection

• Detector Design 

• choice of appropriate materials


• material budget optimization


• shielding


• Fiducialisation 


• requires position reconstruction or 
surface signal discrimination techniques


• Active rejection  

• scintillation PSD 


• heat, scintillation, ionisation ratio


• acoustic rejection (bubble chambers) 


• single scatter & veto
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Technology challenges
kg to ton scale

• Background reduction 

• powder purification for crystal growth


• charge leakage reduction


• underground crystal growth and detector development


• Target mass 

• scaling (large arrays of detectors)


• Dry dilution cryostats 

• need to control mechanical vibrations introduced by PT cryo-coolers


• R&D on detector techniques 

• NaI scintillating bolometers


• heat sensors (TES, NTD) & low-noise electronics


• skipper CCDs, sub-electron noise 


• sensors & readout techniques for gas chambers


• scintillating bubble chambers
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Technology challenges
multi-ton scale: noble liquids

• Target inventory 

• Xe procurement challenging 
due to limited market availability


• Ar depleted of 39Ar wrt 
atmosphere to be extracted 
from underground wells


• Backgrounds 

• 222Rn concentration in LXe to be 
reduced to <10% of solar 
neutrinos (0.1 μBq/kg - factor 
50 wrt XENON1T and 10 wrt 
XENONnT design goal)


• further 39Ar depletion in LAr for 
low mass searches (factor 100 
wrt DarkSide-50)


➡ large-volume cryogenics and 
purification, surface treatment, 
material selection


• Detector 

• large-scale TPC electrodes, HV 
ft, cryostat technology


• understanding of detector 
artefacts (e.g. single electron 
delayed emission)


• optimisation of light collection 
efficiency


• neutron veto systems based on 
Gd-loaded water/acrylic or LAB 
liquid scintillator


• Photosensors 

• reduce residual radioactivity, 
decrease dark count rate, 
increase PDE 


➡ PMTs, SiPMs, hybrid detectors, 
micropattern detectors

25

FIG. 23. Snapshot of the first PDM.

the easy replacement of any single PDM mounted
on the MB.

Recently FBK produced an improved SiPM ver-
sion, NUV-HD-LF 2018 edition, characterized by a
triple concentration of their special dopant, o↵ering
a wider over-voltage operation range and e↵ectively
reducing the fraction of events with after-pulses. A
SiPM run produced with this new technology was
delivered at the beginning of January and tested
shortly later by the DarkSide Collaboration. This
was the first FBK run providing rectangular SiPMs
(7.9 ✓ 11.7mm2), as requested by the DarkSide-20k
tile geometry.

The SiPM run yield at warm temperature was
quite high, of about 65%, while at cryogenic tem-
perature it dropped to 30%. A first characterization
was performed dicing a SiPM wafer and testing few
tens of SiPMs in LN2. These measurements showed
that the I-V curves have a wide over-voltage region
were SiPMs can comfortably work and a good break-
down voltage uniformity. We selected 24 SiPMs with
uniform I-V characteristics to make the first tile
equipped with rectangular, NUV-HD-LF 2018 edi-
tion SiPMs. The PCB was manufactured with Ar-
lon, the cleanest substrate we have identified insofar.

Fig. 23 shows a snapshot of the first PDM. The
rectangular SiPMs and the Front End Board, behind
the acrylic cage, are clearly visible. This tile imple-
mented few changes with respect to the previous ver-
sions, including a new layout with the SiPM voltage
divider on the backside of the PCB and power sup-
ply filtering by appropriate capacitors. The wafer
dicing and the SiPM bonding was made at Prince-
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FIG. 24. Amplitude spectrum of signals of the first
PDM (NUV-HD-LF 2018 with triple dopant concentra-
tion, preliminary result).)

ton University, using a cryogenic epoxy on the SiPM
backside, and a wire bonding procedure on the top.
The tile was coupled with a FEB, whose design was
basically the same we used at the beginning of 2017,
with slight modifications with respect to the previ-
ous versions, to take advantage of a new cryogenic
summing amplifier, OPA 838, with improved per-
formance. The first PDM was assembled at LNGS
during the first week of March and shortly after it
experienced 10 thermal cycles, to verify its mechani-
cal stability. As expected the thermal cycles did not
show any issue. A full characterization of the SiPMs
used to equip the first PDM is ongoing, to quantify
the fraction of after-pulse events, the Dark count
rate and the break-down voltage uniformity. A first
preliminary measurement was performed by immers-
ing the PDM in Liquid Nitrogen: the data analysis
gave a SNR larger than 24, a factor of 2 better than
the tiles equipped with the NUV-HD-LF 2017 edi-
tion SiPMs and the FEB produced in 2017, whose
results were shown at the LNGS Scientific Commit-
tee meeting of April 2017.

Fig. ?? shows the filtered amplitude spectrum
of the first PDM: the low after-pulse behavior of
the new FBK NUV-HD-LF 2018 edition SiPMs is
evident from the modest tail following each peak.
The PDMdescribed above makes use of low ra-
dioactivity components: a broad screening campaign
was made, including capacitors, resistors, electronic
chips, metallic clips, and connectors. The radioac-
tivity of all the PDM components, excluding the
plastic of the two connectors between the tile and
the FEB, and the connector between the FEB and
the MB strips, is estimated at the level of about
1mBq/PDM. This is already a good result, compat-
ible with the DarkSide radioactivity budget. Never-
theless, we are committed with an R&D to further
decrease this number. The most important contri-
bution to the above background comes from the Ar-
lon substrates, whose screening gave an ↵ activity of
about 100mBq/kg. We are presently developing a
fused silica substrate, that would drastically reduce
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Low radioactivity argon

URANIA
 

 

 

• Volatilità relative => 1.007 

• Valori tipici >1.5 

• Numero di stadi teorici => ordine delle migliaia 

• HETP = 10 cm 

• H=200-400 m 

• Usuali = 20-30 m 

• Fuori terra 

• A sezioni separate 
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330 kg/day

10 kg/day with a depletion factor of 10 

➡ <1yr to for 50 tonnes of UAr 

➡ can provide UAr for neutrino expts 

(LEGEND, COHERENT,…)

➡ <1yr to process DS-LM inventory of UAr

➡ also rare stable isotopes such as 18O, 13C 

(medical physics) and 15N (nuclear reactors)



• Cryogenic distillation column 
developed for XENON to reduce Kr 
concentration in Xe to suppress 
radioactive 85Kr


• delivering gas with a natKr 
concentration of <0.026 ppt, 
better than required for DARWIN


• Ultra-low (Rn) background gas 
pumps developed in context of 
XENON and nEXO


➡Technology currently being 
transferred to medical applications 
(PET)

Xenon distillation



Deep	Underground	Laboratories	
World-wide		
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As 99% of the energy liberated in a 
supernova is thought to be radiated 
away in the form of neutrinos, their 
detection provided much information 
about what actually happens when 
a star collapses. Neutrinos produced 
by radioactive beta decays within 
Earth have also been detected: these 

geoneutrinos could become a priceless 
tool for geophysics (Bellini et al., 2011), 
as they provide information about the 
size and location of radioactive sources 
within Earth’s interior, where access is 
completely impossible.

Neutrinos from the Sun puzzled 
scientists for several decades. The 

number of neutrinos detected overall 
was much lower than scientists 
expected the Sun to produce, based 
on detailed calculations of nuclear 
fusion processes. The problem was 
solved in 2001 when it was found that 
neutrinos, which exist in three types 
called ‘flavours’, can flip from one type 

This map shows the location of some of the most relevant 

deep underground facilities around the world. There 

are also similar underground facilities in Finland, Japan, 

Russia, Ukraine and the USA, and there are plans to build 

new ones in Australia, India and South America.

· Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS), the 

world’s largest underground laboratory, is located in a 

highway tunnel 120 km from Rome, Italy.

· Three other mid-size underground laboratories have 
been active in Europe since the 1980s: Boulby Labo-
ratory on the north-east coast of England, UK; Modane 
Laboratory in the French Alps; and Canfranc Laboratory 
under the Spanish Pyrenees.

· Sandford Underground Research Facility was built in a 

former gold mine in South Dakota, USA. This pioneer 

\UKLYNYV\UK�SHIVYH[VY`�^HZ�^OLYL�[OL�ÄYZ[�Z[\KPLZ�VM�

solar neutrinos were carried out in the 1960s (Rosen, 

2006).

· SNOlab (Sudbury Neutrino Observatory), near Sudbury 

in Ontario, Canada, is located in a working nickel 

mine. The laboratory is one of the deepest in the world, 

at 2100 m below ground. 

· JinPing Laboratory in located within the tunnels of a 

hydroelectric power company in Sichuan province, 

China. At 2400 m beneath JinPing mountain, it is the 

world record holder for depth beneath the Earth’s 

 surface.

· Kamioka Laboratory in Kamioka-cho, Gifu, Japan, has 

the world’s largest underground neutrino detector. 

Groundbreaking neutrino experiments have been car-

ried out at this lab over the past two decades.
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The world’s underground laboratories

Image courtesy of Susana Cebrián

SNOLAB, 
Canada

Sandford Underground  
Research Facility, USA

Soudan Underground 
Laboratory, USA

Boulby Underground 
Laboratory, UK

Laboratorio Subterráneo 
de Canfranc, Spain

China JinPing Underground 
Laboratory, China

Yangyang Underground 
Laboratory, Korea

Kamioka Observatory, 
Japan

Laboratoire Souterrain 
de Modane, France

Laboratori Nazionali 
del Gran Sasso, Italy

SUPL ANDES 

CallioLab, Finland 

Baksan, Russia 
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INO, India 

New Y2L, South Korea 

Infrastructure
World-wide underground laboratories

Aldo Ianni, APS 2019



Infrastructure
European underground laboratories

Laboratory LNGS LSC  LSM Boulby

Country Italy Spain  France UK

Depth 
(m.w.e.) 3600 2450 4800 2820

Muon Flux 
(mu/m2/s) 3 x 10-4 3 x 10-3 5 x 10-5 4 x 10-4

Volume 
(m3) 180000 8250 3500 4000

Access 
Road  Road  Road  Road Shaft

Personnel  O( 100)  O(10)  O(10) O(5)

DM 
Experiment 8 2 3 1

• Four major laboratories in Europe

➡ fundamental for the continuation of the ongoing and 

upcoming projects

• LSM extension proposed (new hall) 

• Most important large laboratories for DM searches outside 

Europe:

• SNOLAB in Ontario (Canada) (3x10-6 mu/m2/s, >30000 m3)

• Jinping (CJPL) in Sichuan (China) (2x10-6 mu/m2/s, 

>200000 m3)

• SURF in South Dakota (USA)

• Kamioka in Japan 

• Yangyang in South Korea

LNGS still largest UG lab in the world



Deep Underground Laboratories (DULs)
Facilities

• Underground space 
• shields

• storage facilities (e.g. ReStoX, ARGUS)


• Materials radiopurity  
• germanium spectroscopy from 1 mBq/kg to 50 mBq/kg

• ICP-MS from 1 to 10 mBq/kg 

• radon detection and mitigation systems, Rn-free cleanrooms  (mBq/m3)

• specific detectors developed by individual research groups or within international 

collaborations (e.g. BiPo-3, GeMPI, DArT)


• Dedicated infrastructures 

• copper electroforming units


• clean underground workshops 


• advanced 3D printing facilities


• radiopure SiPM packaging facilities


• crystal growth facilities


• underground test platforms and large-volume mK-cryostats

virtual tour: https://www.lngs.infn.it/en
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➡Also for DBD, solar 𝛎, supernova 𝛎, 
…, with similar requirements



Nuova Officina Assergi @ LNGS
Radioclean packaging for cryogenic applications

• 400 m2 radon-free ISO6 cleanroom on 
surface at LNGS


• top quality equipment for the packaging of 
silicon devices


• cryogenic and room temperature wafer 
probing


• dicing


• fully automated flip-chip bonding


• radio-pure processes for SMD PCB 
productions 


• space available for detector assembling in 
radon-free environment 

➡Utility for large-scale LAr and LXe detectors 
(DUNE, LEGEND, nEXO, NEXT, DARWIN, … ) 



Deep Underground Laboratories (DULs)
Coordination
Increasing size of experiments calls for larger investment of human, technological and financial resources  


➡ Need for a global strategy for international collaboration: 

• specialized national laboratories → “network” by pooling resources and expertise


• supranational structure, on the CERN model, “distributed” across different experimental sites


➡Transnational network across DULs


• common regulations


• operational standards and procedures (security, safety, management of resources and materials) 


• open access policies, sustainable collaboration and shared infrastructure and support facilities


Networking previous attempts: 

• DULIA: attempt to establish a network between LNGS, LSC, LSM, Boulby and CallioLab


• SNOLAB + LNGS: proposal for an Underground Global Research Infrastructure 



European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC) 

• Strategic empowerment 

• Member States can benefit from introducing the codecision 
procedure in the supranational scenario


• International organisation  

• VAT exempt and duty free 


• with its own procurement procedures like CERN 


• more flexible to adapt to specific requirements


• Governance defined by the Statute 


• Funding improved 


• Open access for associated and third countries 


• simplified access rules 


• researcher and knowledge exchange (again like CERN) 

European Laboratory of Underground Science
A strategic initiative

• Proposal for a distributed but integrated 
structure of underground laboratories


• Coordinated environment for astroparticle 
physics in Europe and beyond


• Leveraging synergies and existing 
infrastructure & know-how


• Promoting new cross-disciplinary initiatives


• Crucial to further development of 
Underground Science infrastructures



European Laboratory of Underground Science
Fostering cooperation between APPEC community, DULs and CERN
• Direct detection synergic with accelerator searches at CERN 

• LHC and DD experiments probe complimentary range in WIMP and mediator masses


• discovery of new particle at LHC would need confirmation to prove it is the cosmological DM


• discovery of WIMP in DD would boost construction of a new-generation particle collider


• Technologies 

• cryostat technology


• large-volume cryogenics and purification


• TPC design and optimization, high voltage delivery


• SiPM + cold electronics


• Increased collaboration 

• common challenges with LAr neutrino detectors (DAQ, optics, etc.) 


• large overlap of European LAr neutrino and dark matter communities AR
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➡ CERN open to DM community to enhance synergies resulting from development of common 
technologies



Key Points

• Achieving background levels below neutrino floor main challenge for next 
generation DD experiments


• Technology innovations push forward ultra low background techniques with 
potential interdisciplinary benefits


• Advanced infrastructures distributed in national underground laboratories


• Emerging need to improve coordination among DULs


• Strategic initiative to establish and operate an European Laboratory of 
Underground Science 


